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ABSTRACT

In the recent work two different approaches for obtaining the covariant W^-action
of 2d quantum supergravity are devoted. The first one is based on hamiltonian reduction
of flat Osp(2\\) connection in holomorphic polarization. Adding extra degrees of free-
dom with the help of gauging procedure the Wi-a.ci\on and the superconformal identities
are obtained. It is shown that the super Virasoro transformations preserve the form of
the Lax connection and therefore are symmetries of the sKdV equations. In the second
approach starting with Chern-Simons theory and using non-canonical polarization the
zero-curvature condition entails the same results.
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1 Introduction
In the present paper we discuss two different approaches to 2d supergravity. We propose
supersymmetric extension of some bosonic constructions [3,4,5]. Our aim is to derive the
WV*ction and the superconformal Ward identity. In the first section we consider a spe-
cific realization of the homogeneous Heisenberg subalgebra of the superalgebra Csp(2|l).
Enforcing the zero-curvature condition in the reduced phase space we obtain the super-
conformal Ward identity. Following [3] we add extra degrees of freedom by performing
a gauge transformation. This transformation preserves the flatness of the phase space,
Picking up a holomorphic polarization we find the type of W2 -action. The next step in
our investigation is the Virasoro supersymmetry of the super KdV equations. As in the
bosonic case [4], it fixes the dependence of the gauge parameter variables on the variables
{tk}- The second section starts from super Chern-Simons action. In this case we pick up
non-canonical polarization. The zero curvature leads to five operator conditions, acting
on the wave functional. After solving these equations we find the WVaction and the
superconformal Ward identity. Thus we show the equivalence of two different approaches
to 2d supergravity.

2 Algebraic approach to 2d supergravity
In this section we are about to make a hamiltonian reduction of Osp('2\\) connection
gauged by the maximal parabolic subalgebra. The superconformal Ward identity will
appear as the zero-curvature condition on the reduced phase space. This identity ex-
presses the compatibility condition between the superprojective structures, which are
parametrized by super-Beltrami differentials. The choice of O.sp{2|l) connection is non-
trivial and related to a specific realization of the homogeneous Heisenberg subaigebra of
the Osp(2|l) superalgebra. This superalgebra is spanned by all P, and Q<, satisfying the
commutation relations:

lPi,QA = Si,

[Pi,P,} = [Qi,Qi] = v (i)
These Pi and Qj are sums of polynomials of type: p(A) <g> JM, where A is spectral

parameter and JM,M = 0, ±, (±) are the generators of Osp(2\l) superalgebra.
The commutation relations reads off:

[P(A) ® Q, q{X) ® B} = p(\)q(\)\g,B} + Res < -£-(p(A) ® Q, q{A) ® B > (2)

Here [£?,#} is the ordinary graded commutator.
Let us choose P^ as the following linear combination of the generators:

/O A $X^
p, = j - + XJ+ + ej'--'1 + exjM = ( i o -e

\9 ex o y

(3)

Here B is the unique generand of some Grassman algebra and therefore 9 is nilpotent.
Let us now define the antilinear involution w by:



\k) = J+ ® A"'

A*) = ./<-> ® A - *

(4)

We can define Qt with the help of w;

Let us choose:

(5)

= Pi = AP2, (6)

and so on.
Now we see that this set of P; and Q; satisfies the Heisenberg commutation relations.
The O.sp(2|l) connection is [6]:

vhfre

and {A/'} e Oap(2|l).
If we choose:

i + VM^ +

: aJ° + (3J+

•- aJ° + bJ+ •

*i,A~ (8)

(9)

where the Greek letters denote fermionic fields and the Latin letters stand for bosonic
fields, we find that:

A = fj° + <?J+ + *J(+> (10)

VIHTC:

/ = c + 6\-i

g = - 2 a + (1 -20a)A,
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(11)

= -v + (I -

If we perform a gauge transformation preserving the form of A, with the help of
=}J+ € Osp(2|l), we get:

+ p + df)J+ (12)

A can always be gauged to the form :

A = Adz

with arbitrary T, W, a, 0, v, <p, n € C.
Here r and IV are (up to constant) the even and the odd chirai parts of the super-

symmetric energy-momentum tensor.
Introducing the zero-curvature condition, we can determine the fields in terms of ji

and v and to complete the hamiltonian reduction of Osp(2[l) connection.
The reduced phase space consists of alt fiat Osp(2\\) connections of the type:

&n c,

%>

One finds:
F * = ( : dA + 8.4 + [A, A) : ] * = 0

The normal ordering puts all fields before the variational derivatives.
From (14) we get that the curvature operator must hive the form:

{2dv + vd - B)—
isv

(14)

(15)

If we define H% — v — B\fi, we find that the operator that annihilate
functional tf [#|] is:

(16)

the wave

H'td - (IT)

where "D denote the usual supersymmtric derivative.
In the bracket it is easy to identify the supersymmetric Bol operator L, which is the

superconformatly covariant version of Z>5 (see ref.[2]).
F*[/i,l'] = 0 is the superconformat Ward identity in | - supergeometry.
In order to obtain the superconformal HVaction, we are going to extend supersym-

metrically the bosonic gauge procedure [3].
The supersymmetric Chern-Simons theory leads to WVaction by solving a system

of functional-differential equations, which are obtained from the zero- curvature condi-
tion when one pick a polarization and five degrees of freedom. If we want to show the



equivalence of this theory to ours, we will have to introduce three extra degrees of free-
dom, performing a gauge transformation. This step must not change the zero-curvature
condition, i.e. if we transform the curvature:

{ must be of the form :

The gauge transformed components of the connection A are :

(18)

(19)

A -> .4{ = di + A + [A,(] == (d<t> - r)J° + (1 + 2<t>)J~ + (dr + (1 - 2<t>)j—

(20)

A — Ai = 3 + A 4- [A, (} = (d<t> + a - vr + fiLj)J° + c(l + 2t)J~ + (BT

(/((I + <*) - fw)J (-'. (21)xj>(\ -

I.rt us pick up holomorphic polarization:

6c 8d

Tiie condition:

is equivalent to :

A = i-
ob

3/4 ,i'] = 0.

eip{5}( : 3A' + 5,4' + [A1, A'} : )*[//, c] = 0

vlicre:

A' = bj° + ( ^ + A)
oa

Comparing (20),(21) to (25) we find:

b - 8<f> - T

c = 1 + 20

c = 0(1+20)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

Therefore :

d = —u

d = fi(l + (j>) - vui

en t

— = -Btj> + -d

~ = (l
dfi

f p

( 1 —

c c

-f iiT (27)

—- = 28T ~ Idvr - (1 -

In order to solve these equations we define:

A = J

A = -\dvJ° - \d

and the projectors:

n.
* * o

d/iJ( + )

* 0 0

* o o

/ * * t \ / 0 0 0

n* * • • = * o *
\ * * o / \ • o o

n,- = i - nk

nk = l - n,

The gauged A and A are:

A« = (d4> - T)J° + (1 + 24>)J-

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

A = >-\du -VT (dr - dvr - U

(32)



:.tm. .ig.,1 • j *

One finds:

6S

(33)

Therefore:

- ̂  J

where [%,„„,[£] is the super Wess-Zumino-Novikov- Witten action :

(35)

One findsthat:

S = — - d<f>dd>- (36)

The next step in our considerations is the super KdV hierarchy We shall show that
super Virasoro transformations preserve the form of the Lax connection (—Pk, A) and are
symmetries of the sKdV equations. This result expresses the Virasoro supersymmetry of
the sKdV hierarchy.

The Lax operator is :

(37)

Here .4 is the z-component of the Lax connection (—Pk, A).
The sKdV equations are:

where:

(38)

A = a - 0-<J

1
K = rk- ^Pk (39)

Here rk is k'h Gel'fand - Dickey polynomial and V2 is the second hamiltonian structure
of sKtlV system [7].

The Virasoro superalgebra is the algebra of the supergauge transformations that pre-
serve the form of the Lax connection (for reference to the bosonic theory see [4]) :

This fixes A to be :

A = ~ \ d a

and:

6A = AA - A = d\ + [/), A} = SuJ+

v)j+

(40)

(41)

6cr = d2 + (^dv + vd)<r - ,

I

2
The other component of the Lax pair could be found by the condition:

dL , „ . ,

(42)

(43)

It fixes Pk to be:

rkn)J+

rkj~

The sKdV equations may be written as zero-curvature condition:

(44)

(45)

with the additional requirement that the super Virasoro transformations preserve the
form of Pk, we fix the dependence of the gauge parameter variables on variables tk [4]:

On the other side:

Then one finds:

* *
8rk *

ipk *

~~ d u

-ipk
0

Pkl>

(46)

(47)

(48)
dp 1
dtk 2r

In conclusion we find that super Virasoro algebra is symmetry of sKdV equations
and the corresponding generalized Gel'fand-Dickey polynomials possess the above (46)
transformation properties.



3 Topological approach to 2d quantum supergravity
In the previous section using algebraic approach the covariant action of 2d quantum
supcrgravity and the superconformal Ward identity were obtained. Now we turn to study
the same problem by means of topological iield theory, which is in fact a supersymmetric
extension of the approach used in [5].

Let us consider supersymmetric Chern-Simons gauge theory with action:

(49)

where M is 3-dimensional manifold of the form M = E x R, £ is Riemann surface and D
is exterior derivetive in 2 + 1 dimensions. Then we choose O.S/J(2|1) as gauge group and
.4 will be 0sp(2\\)-imm.

Since we know what the form of M is we can write:

and

A{x) = a + Aodt,

D = D + d,dt

where o is 1-form on E and d is the exterior derivative on S.
Then from (47) and (48) we have:

k r t
S,cs = T— i dt I STr(a A dta + 2Ao(da + a A a))

(50)

(51)

We note that in the action (49) Ao appears as a Lagrange multiplier and thus da + a A a
is an operator constraint. This constraint is nothing but the zero-curvature condition.

From the first term of the right-hand siddbf the equation (49) one sees that swiplectic
structure is given by:

K'M.«J(*')} = jS^&iz-z') (52)

In order to obtain quantum theory we must replace the graded Poisson bracket by
graded commutator and choose a polarization. In such way the large Hilbert space will
be selected with the requirement the zero-curvature condition to hold as a system of
operator equations on the physical states. Since we consider Osp(2]l) gauge theory the
connection l-form ,a, can be parametrized by:

(53)

(54)

a = \ E~ - i f i -£<->
V £<-> E'+1 0

Hence we can make non-canonical polarization:

p(-) _ JT i

and we assume that functional derivatives act on the wave functional

tf = *[n,, £ + , £

. Respectively, the operator constraints F(a]tf = 0 in components become five operator
equations:

2• ' (55)

bllz

2* * 8Ei+)

To solve these equations it is more convenient to parametrize superzweibeins as follows:

E+ = t - nexp[v),
(56)

where v can be interpreted as a Liouville auperfield, M as an even component of super-
Beltrami differential, a as an odd component of the latter.

Then the functional-differential equations become:

i. = [d-dv- n\(— - U- - la—
'\6ip 2 SS 2 6a2 SS 2 6a

M = [e- l-dv - n\j-8 + [25 - da -

(57)

* ft oil bd ha'
j he— + ± + 2fl±
ft oil bd ha
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+ Z + i - + [ a 2 * / i ] + 2 *Sa bji otp

The simplest equation Z+tf = 0 consists of only one functional derivative and can be
solved by the substitution:

* = exp( - —Si[Sl,ip,ii,0,a])'}l1[<p,ii,6,a]

Hence we easily find:

Si = J -d<f + ^tlp + 9a]

(58)

(59)

and the rest of the equations transform into new operator conditions acting on \Pj which
do not dopend on f! anymore:

4-
6<p

-ij _ )
2 60 2 6a'

(60)

Here the equation with the functional derivative To "Si = 0 can be solved by:

One

- 5V]

(61)

(62)

where S\ is the chiral super Liouville action and 0 = 9tf- Acting on flfi with the rest of
constraints we obtain new operator equations about *t][/i,0, a]. Namely:

I^'iPjfji, 8, a] = 0 (63)

for A = —.( + )•( — )• From the above, after some straightforward transformations, we finally
obtain;

11

W-v->*-la*i + H-rr*a (64)

The conditions I_ *j[^,a] = 0 and J ( _J4 2 [ ^ ,QJ = 0 are the su perron formal Ward
identities for superconformal blocks \P2[^,a] [2].

We are about to say that since operator equations are generators of Osp(2\l) super-
symmetry, the action:

Seji
 = cip( — —[S\[fi, w, u. 6, (65)

is invariant under Osp(2\l) transformations, i.e. 2d superdiffeomorphisms. Thus Sc;; is
the action of 2d quantum supergravity.

Although this approach is very attractive it is not applicable for higher symmetries
because of its complexity. That is why we are going to use the algebraic approach in
further investigations.
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